Thuraya IP+

Thuraya IP+
When you need superior mobility with zero compromise on
connectivity, there can only be one choice: Thuraya IP+.
The high-speed IP capabilities of Thuraya IP+ enables users to access
corporate networks, browse the Internet, connect with colleagues,
family and friends via email and social media, and hold video
conferences or chat over VoIP solutions - wherever and whenever they
need it.

Perfect for broadcasters

Mission-critical operations

Delivering the highest throughput in its
size class, Thuraya IP+ can be deployed
from backpack to broadband in a matter
of seconds - allowing the user to take
advantage of reliable broadband access
from locations covered by Thuraya’s
congestion-free satellite network.

Offering portability and ‘always-on’
mobile broadband access, Thuraya IP+
is the preferred satellite broadband
solution for a wide range of missioncritical operations. Users in broadcast
media, defence, telemedicine, disaster
response and more benefit from
versatility in the field.

With Thuraya IP+, broadcasters are
equipped with high-speed streaming
connections to optimise video feeds
transmitted back to their studios.

“The most compact, lightest
satellite broadband terminal
of it’s class. Delivering the
fastest IP speeds from a
terminal of its size.”
Thuraya

Perfect for deployment in areas that
are inadequately served by terrestrial
networks, the Thuraya IP+ is a seamless
addition to any operation that
requires fast decisions and precise
communications.
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Compact and lightweight

Optimised bandwidth usage

Smaller than the size of a regular laptop and weighing only
1.4kg, Thuraya IP+ is one of the most compact and portable
broadband terminals available in the market - allowing users
to achieve optimum performance without an external antenna.
The plug-and-play features of Thuraya IP+ further ensure a
hassle-free experience, wherever the mission takes them.

Thuraya IP+ can be configured with asymmetric streaming to
allow the user to set upload and download speeds at different
rates based upon usage requirements, helping to significantly
reduce bandwidth costs. With Thuraya IP+, users have the
flexibility to address on-demand consumption, such as utilizing
a higher bandwidth to facilitate remote reporting.

Durable and dependable

Congestion-free network

Thuraya IP+ holds the globally recognized IP55 Ingress
Protection Rating which provides protection from dirt, dust,
water, oil and other non-corrosive materials to withstand the
harshest of environments.

Thuraya’s satellite network dynamically resources data
allocation and minimizes signal congestion in areas where
there are high volumes of communication traffic, ensuring that
the user stays connected when it matters most.

High-speed streaming capabilities

Unlimited data usage plan

Engineered to support bandwidth-intensive applications,
Thuraya IP+ provides the fastest IP speeds for a satellite
broadband terminal of its size - ready for connection in any
location covered under the Thuraya network, it connects
with speeds of up to 444kbps on standard IP and 384kbps on
streaming IP.

With the unlimited data usage plan, users can conduct
video conferences, file transfers and other high-bandwidth
applications at a fixed monthly rate, at no unexpected costs.

Specifications
Dimensions

216 mm (L) x 216 mm (W) x 45 mm (D)

Weight

1400 g with battery

Display

Night friendly LCD backlit display with 4 button controls
Intuitive browser interface screens for advanced controls

Duration

Standby Time: up to 36 hours
Continuous transmitting/receiving: up to 1 hour

Wi-Fi Range

Up to 150 metres (500 feet)

Battery

Li-ion

Operating Temperature

+0 °C to +50 °C

Interfaces

Ethernet

Durability

IP55 Standard
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